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Submerged in the tranquil waters of the Red Sea, the SS Thistlegorm
stands as a poignant testament to the sacrifices made during World War II.
Once a bustling British cargo ship, it now rests as one of the most
renowned shipwrecks in the world, captivating divers and historians alike.
As you venture into its depths, you'll embark on an extraordinary journey
through history, encountering a treasure trove of artifacts and a vibrant
marine ecosystem that has flourished around this iconic wreck.
A Storied Past

Launched in 1940, the SS Thistlegorm was a vital cog in the Allied war
machine. Measuring an impressive 128 meters (420 feet) in length, it was
designed to transport vital supplies to troops fighting in North Africa. Its
fateful voyage began in Glasgow, Scotland, in May 1941, carrying a diverse
cargo of motorcycles, trucks, weapons, and ammunition.

As the Thistlegorm sailed through the Mediterranean Sea, it faced the ever-
present threat of enemy attacks. On October 5, 1941, its luck ran out. While
anchored near the Great Bitter Lake in Egypt, German bombers swooped
down from the sky, unleashing a deadly barrage of bombs. Two direct hits
tore through the ship's hull, causing it to rapidly sink beneath the waves.
Tragically, nine crew members perished in the attack.

A Treasure Trove of Wartime Relics

What makes the SS Thistlegorm so captivating is its remarkably preserved
cargo. As the ship sank, its holds became a time capsule, safeguarding a
vast array of military equipment and everyday items. Today, divers can
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explore its intricate corridors and witness firsthand the remnants of a
bygone era.

Motorcycles: Triumph and BSA motorcycles, intended for use by
British troops in the desert

Trucks: Bedford and Morris trucks, used for transporting supplies and
personnel

Weapons: Rifles, machine guns, and anti-aircraft guns, destined for
the front lines

Ammunition: Vast quantities of ammunition, including bullets, shells,
and rockets

Other Items: In addition to military supplies, the ship also carried
personal belongings, such as clothing, books, and even a piano.

A Thriving Underwater World

Over the decades, the SS Thistlegorm has become an artificial reef,
attracting a diverse array of marine life. The ship's superstructure and
cargo have provided a stable habitat for a multitude of species,
transforming it into a thriving underwater ecosystem.

Coral Reefs: Colorful coral formations have flourished on the wreck,
creating a vibrant and complex underwater landscape.

Fish: Schools of colorful fish, such as parrotfish, triggerfish, and
clownfish, dart around the wreckage, adding life and movement to the
site.

Sharks: Nurse sharks and whitetip sharks are often spotted near the
wreck, adding an element of excitement and awe to the dive.



Turtles: Green sea turtles and hawksbill turtles are known to frequent
the area, grazing on the abundant marine life.

Diving the SS Thistlegorm

The SS Thistlegorm is widely considered one of the best wreck dives in the
world. Its shallow depth (resting at around 30 meters or 100 feet) makes it
accessible to divers of all levels, while its well-preserved cargo and thriving
marine life provide an unforgettable experience.

Plan Ahead: Book your dive in advance, as the Thistlegorm is a
popular diving destination.

Choose the Right Operator: Select a reputable dive operator who
has experience guiding divers to the wreck.

Be Prepared: Bring appropriate diving gear, including a dive computer,
torch, and camera to capture the incredible sights.

Respect the Wreck: Remember that the Thistlegorm is a war grave,
and treat it with the utmost respect. Avoid touching or removing any
artifacts.

A Legacy of Remembrance

The SS Thistlegorm serves as a poignant reminder of the sacrifices made
during World War II. It stands as a memorial to the brave crew who lost
their lives and to the countless others who fought for freedom. Its preserved
cargo provides a tangible connection to the past, offering insights into the
realities of wartime logistics and the everyday lives of soldiers.

Through its enduring legacy, the SS Thistlegorm continues to inspire and
educate generations of divers and history enthusiasts alike. It is a



testament to the power of preservation and the enduring fascination with
the human story.
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